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Prepping Us For the Takeover--Right on Cue the Top Lying Headlines On
Drudge Read:
COVID'S WORST DAY
Covid-19 DEATHS COULD HIT 500,000 BY FEB
FAUCI says: We need a FEDERAL MASK MANDATE
AMERICA COMPLIES AND EXTREME LOCKDOWNS BEGIN!
Western Countries Adopting China’s Red/Yellow/Green Health Pass
System — As Globalist Shills Turn US Into China--Google, Oracle to Track
Americans Who Get Covid-19 Vaccine
Ireland--First vaccine batch may be 'ready to go' within weeks
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“official” vaccine narrative promoted by the corrupt WHO and vaccine
companies
WHO Taps ‘Anti-Conspiracy’ Expert to Foster Public Acceptance of COVID
Vaccine
Listener Comment: Contact tracing in Cook County, IL
CV-1984: Contact Tracing Tyranny in Texas As Police Show Up At El Paso
Residents’ Doorsteps Ordering Quarantine
Plandemic Facts
Coronavirus: Polish police use tear gas as thousands protest against
COVID-19 restrictions
WHAT REALLY HAPPENED WHEN Australian VICTORIANS CAME OUT TO
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++ List of Current Event Prayer Points:
++ Regarding the Body of Christ we pray for strength, endurance, courage, divine
providence & guidance, favor and the power to overcome all this wickedness that
is increasing by the day.
++For the eradication of CERN and all the other 30,000+ particle colliders
worldwide & the eradication of all D-Wave Quantum Computers, and for the
eradication of every wicked portal or doorway these devices (and all witchcraft
taking place in this universe) have opened, and all dark matter they have created;
and that every devil, demon, evil entity or fallen angel that has entered through
these portals, be bound up and cast into the abyss, until which time they then be
cast into the Lake of Fire, and that no over evil entities can come to take their
place!!!!
++For the Lord to expose & destroy the Covid-19 agenda worldwide with all of its
big brother agendas like forced mask wearing, DNA defiling vaccinations with
microchips and Contract Tracing & for God’s judgment on the vaccine/medical
cartels

++Against the Chinese plans for taking over America through bringing in mass
weapons, foreign troops and drugs like Fentanyl to poison the US citizens
++Against groups like Black Lives Matter and Antifa who are working with the
Chinese and George Soros to kill as many Christians and righteous people as
possible, and bring in anarchy and ultimately get UN Troops on US streets.
++Against any incoming asteroids or meteors that might hit the earth that they
would be diverted to outer space
++Against the devil seeds coming from China
++For Gods intervention regarding 2nd Amendment and disarmament/gun
confiscation situation developing in Virginia and other parts of the USA
++For Gods intervention regarding the coming food and water shortages & the
honey bee die-off worldwide
++Against all the UN troops already in America and coming here
++For Gods intervention regarding all the weather warfare to destroy crop yields
for 2020
++For Gods intervention regarding the wildfires caused by Directed Energy
Weapon attacks and all the wicked plans surrounding this to be destroyed
++For the Defense, Protection and Victory of all Christians worldwide (especially
the persecuted) & also all the Targeted Individuals (TI’s) Worldwide
++That President Trump Would NOT approve the Equality Act or any evil law and
that if it be possible he would be saved--For President Trump to do the right thing
and enact righteous laws and appoint righteous people—For the fear of God to be
on Trump and all high level politicians like a thick cloud so they do the right thing
++Against All Planned Pandemics Plagues Worldwide
++Against the Exploding GMO Weaponized Tick & Mosquito Populations
Everywhere
++Against The Illegal Alien/Terrorist/Embedded Solider Caravans Coming up
through the US southern border--For Stoppage and Exposure of the Latin
American, Chinese, Russian and Muslim 5th Column Sleeper Cell Solders
imbedded in America
++Against the 5G & 6G Rollout & the 42,000 Satellites Being Launched Sending
Intense Microwave Radiation Over Entire Earth
++For All Christians to wake up and spread the gospel and push back against all
their freedoms being taken away
++ Against the 501c3 Clergy Responses Teams Being activated in America to
betray and destroy the Christians and that they would be exposed
++Against the slaughter of Christians worldwide

++Against all the witchcraft being done worldwide to perpetuate and bring in
more evil, death and destruction,
++Against the ‘Internet Kill Switch’
implementation
++Against the plans & wickedness of
high level politicians everywhere
++Against mandatory vaccinations being
implemented and that the truth would
come out about them
++Against the wicked factions of Modern
medicine & the pharmaceutical &
vaccine industry
++For the masses to get saved and have
eyes to see, ears to hear and hearts to
receive the truth
++Against The Full Implementation of
Real ID in 2020
++Against the South African Genocide of
Whites
++For God to neutralize & stop the
Fukishima Nuclear Radiation
Contamination & Nuclear Radiation
Reactors Breaking Down Worldwide
++Against the Big Brother Draconian
Changes Taking Place Worldwide
++Against Further Vote Rigging in the
Elections everywhere
++ For Stoppage and Exposure of the Muslim Invasion of Europe, America and
Canada--For the eradication worldwide of all planned deep state & Muslim false
flag events everywhere
++For the eradication and exposure of all Pedovore, Pedo-predator & all Child
Sex trafficking networks worldwide
++Against LGBTQ movement and against the normalization of all child
molestation and sexualization of teens, children & babies--For the protection of
all infants, children, teenager and adults caught in all evil networks--For the
eradication of all adult and child pornography, bestiality pornography and snuff
film sources and businesses
++For the Supreme Court to overturn Roe v. Wade
++For the eradication of all abortion clinics & Planned Parenthood centers
worldwide & the stripping of all the powers of witchcraft from their owners and
employees
++For the eradication worldwide of all Chemtrail programs, Nexrad Doppler
Ultrasound weather manipulation, NASA’s Blastwave Accelerators
++Against the wickedness being openly promoted by the Democrat party and ALL
Democrats running for president & for the fear of God to be upon both the
democrats and republicans, and if they will NOT repent of their wickedness that

God would hedge up their ways with thorns and have them total confusion, and
that they would turn on each other and devour one another; and against every
level of government that has by hijacked by wickedness
++Against all the wickedness being perpetuated by Hollywood, Netflix, Amazon,
Google, Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, YouTube and all the tech giants and the
dominant streaming content producers
++Against any non-human entities that walk among, defile, exploit, murder or
infiltrate humanity
++Against the pop culture rock and rap music industry
++Against the Vatican, Pope and Catholicism
++Against the global banking cartels and the 13 families of the Illuminati
++For all the Satanic Ritual Abuse and MK Ultra mind control victims, that they be
delivered, saved and protected from the Satanic Agenda that has been
implemented against them.
++Against the wicked factions of the public universities and public schools.
++Add to your personal prayers: For the Lord to deactivate, neutralize, destroy
and purge any and all nanobots, nanoparticles, nanotech, microchips or implants
in or on our bodies, and to destroy and purge any and all wicked bacteria,
viruses, candida and parasites in or on our bodies and to deactivate, neutralize,
destroy and purge any other wicked things the globalist elite have gotten into our
bodies.
2020 STRATEGIC WARFARE PRAYER!!!!
Father God in the name of Jesus Christ we nullify, dismantle, cancel and forcefully
oppose all satanic operations, maneuvers, manipulations, subversions, strategies,
tactics, plots, plans and ploys, which are designed to hinder, prevent, frustrate, foil,
deny or delay God’s original plans and purposes, from their quick, swift and speedy
manifestation taking place in their correct time and season. (Daniel 7:25) We rebuke
and dismantle all satanic alliances and confederations. Let every evil covert and
clandestine effort and endeavor fail. Cause the news media to be caught in their
lying and manipulation so that only the truth is manifested. (Nehemiah 4:7-8;
Esther 3:1-9:32; Job 5:12-14; Psalm 83:5; 2 Chronicles 20:35) 2. We decree that every
satanic strategy of inhibition, prohibition and limitation placed upon the Body of Christ
(by the dark side) shall not prevail. We declare all invisible and visible walls of
opposition, restriction and delay will be exposed and destroyed. (Colossians 1:16;
Joshua 6:1) Oh God confound the devices and evil plans of the enemy that they
have crafted, so that their hands are not able to perform their enterprise. Save
those that can be saved O’ Lord, but those that cannot be saved; overtake them in
their own crafty and devious ways; let them fall into their own pits they have dug for
the righteous, let the Fire of God devour them, let them turn on and consume one
another and have them in total confusion & derision. (Psalm 35:4; 50:3, 55:9; 70:2;
83:17; John 8:32). We loose the hosts of heaven to war against the hosts of
darkness and bring an end to all deceptive, secret and destructive measures
designed destroy all of God’s creation and defile the world. For this reason, was
the Son of God made manifest, that He would destroy the works of the enemy. (John
2:15-17; Acts 16:16-19; 1 John 3:8) We overrule all strategies, tactics and curses of the

enemy by the power of the Name of Jesus Christ and His shed Blood. (1 Timothy 1:1820) We overthrow spoken words, enchantments, divinations, spells, hexes, vexes,
curses, witchcraft prayers and every idle word spoken contrary to God’s original
plans and purposes according to Isaiah 54:17. We reverse the curses associated
with all these ceremonies, rituals, utterances and plans to bring about a chaotic bloody
revolution in America to usher in Martial Law and the New World Order. We decree and
declare that: Their plans shall be uncovered and shall not prevail; & their plans shall be
frustrated and unable to achieve any impact; & their threatening’s and violent verbal
dealings are returned to them one hundredfold. FATHER, WE HUMBLY ASK YOU TO:
Reveal every hidden agenda, plan and cover-up in the secret shadow government
regarding their attempts to manipulate end time events, leading to the destruction of
Your righteous seed. (Isaiah 44:25; 2 Timothy 3:8) Send divine, powerful angelic forces
against their diabolical plans to frustrate and expose them, so that they will be
dismantled. Dispatch legions of warring angels (and any other kinds of angel’s
necessary) to enforce Your perfect will on the United States of America and on all
the earth. (Joshua 5:13-14; Psalm 103:20-22; Colossians 2:14, 15; Ezekiel 9:9-11)
Release your divine strategies and revelation upon any righteous person in government
worldwide. Fill them with Your Holy Spirit and cause Your divine wisdom to come
upon them. (James 1:5) Cause them to be a holy trumpet shedding light upon the dark
hidden secrets of the wicked. Send a spirit of confusion amongst the camp of the
enemy. Let their tongues be divided; when they communicate let it be incoherent and
misunderstood. (1 Samuel 10:27) Arrest those that operate in the spirit of Jezebel
or Belial (and all other wicked spirits) and cause them to be caught in their own
lies and conspiracies. Let them not be able to resist the Spirit of Truth or gain
any ground in the natural or spiritual realm. Cause every spirit that is released
from their diabolical assignment to be cast into the abyss, until which time they
be cast into the lake of fire. (Psalm 110:1; 1 Kings 19:1-5; 21:1-16) Please cause
these prayers and all future prayers to take on the characteristics of divine projectiles in
the realm of the spirit, so that they hit the bull’s eye. (Psalm 57:4) Let the laws that
govern this prayer and all spiritual warfare strategies and tactics, be binding by the
Word, the Blood and by the Holy Spirit. (1 John 5:7) WE SEAL THIS PRAYER IN THE
NAME OF JESUS CHRIST AND THE BLOOD OF THE LAMB, AMEN!
PRAYER TO NEUTRALIZE OCCULT RITUALS
Beloved Holy Savior and Master, Lord Jesus, you are the sacrifice, the Lamb that
was slain before the foundation of the earth, seated at the right hand of the
Father. We honor your sacrifice on the cross, your resurrection and
transfiguration volunteered for our salvation. We worship you, exalt you and
magnify your name above every name. You are sovereign, supreme over all. You
are worthy. You alone are worthy. We pledge our faith and love to serve you
alone, forever. We claim your Word: James 4:7: “Submit yourselves therefore to
God. Resist the devil, and he will flee from you.” 2 Timothy 1:7: “For God hath not
given us the spirit of fear; but of power, and of love, and of a sound mind.” We
come in the authority given to us in Christ Jesus. We cover ourselves with the
Blood of the Lamb. We place a hedge of warring angels with flaming swords of
fire around us and our families continuously. We put on the whole armor of God.

We lift our shields of faith to interlock, standing foot to foot and shoulder to
shoulder–a solid wall that cannot be breached or penetrated. We resist and
renounce Satan, the god of this earth. We rise to war in the Spirit against
witchcraft, occult maneuvers and devices sent against Your Will and the Body of
Christ. We ask you to dispatch legions of your warring angels in full battle array,
fiery swords drawn to enforce our petitions and intercessory prayers. Rout your
enemy on all fronts. Turn their hatred, anger, accusations, conflict, arrogance and
wicked schemes upon themselves so that they become caught in their own
snares and fall into the pits that they intended for others. We nullify, dismantle,
cancel and oppose every satanic operation, scheme, maneuver and strategy. Cause
secret plans, agenda and motivation of the enemy to be revealed for everyone to see.
We decree and declare that what these evil people meant for evil, you will turn it around
and use it for the good of your people. We close every evil portal that has been opened.
We break every curse, hex, spell, vex, enchantment, decree spoken or unspoken sent
against the Body of Christ and your intercessors by every witch, warlock, Satanist,
sorcerer, voodoo priest, shaman, brujo, bruja, soothsayer, medium, coven and every
minion of the devil working iniquity; and send it back upon their own heads seven fold
that they may repent and turn from their evil ways. Lord Jesus, reveal your love to
them. Show them the truth about who they are serving, and their eternal destination if
they continue in their present path. Open their minds, eyes and ears to receive
supernatural insight and knowledge to understand the truth of the Gospel. Bring them to
salvation. We seal this prayer by the Blood of the Lamb and in the name of the LORD
Jesus Christ. Amen.
This is a very powerful prayer against Witchcraft…with fasting even more
powerful.. This prayer can shut down Witches and Satanists forever.
Father, In the name of Jesus Christ of Nazareth, we plead the precious
uncorruptable blood of Jesus over the Body of Christ, the innocent, ourselves,
our families and everything that belongs to us. We ask for giant warrior Angels
(or whatever kinds of angels are necessary) to be loosed from Heaven to
surround and protect us. As your war club and weapons of war we break down,
undamn, and blow up all walls of protection around all witches, warlocks,
wizards, satanists, and the like, and we break the power of all curses, hexes,
vexes, spells, charms, fetishes, psychic prayers, psychic thought, all witchcraft,
sorcery, magic, voodoo, all mind control, jinxes, potions, bewitchments, death,
destruction, sickness, pain, torment, physic power, psychic warfare, prayer
chains, and everything else being sent to the Body of Christ, the innocent, our
way or our family members way, and we return it and the demons, devils, evil
entities and fallen angels to the senders right now!, SEVENFOLD, and we BIND it
to them by the blood of Jesus Christ!
Father, we pray that these lost souls will find the light of your Son Jesus.. Their
own snares and traps have now been set against themselves.. In the name of
Jesus Christ of Nazareth we now loose them from all mind control of Satan!..
Father we also ask that you Bind the Holy Spirit to their hearts as a guide to your
Son Jesus.. So that they may be set free from the bondages of Satan.
In Jesus name we pray…Amen

++ In 1981 William Casey (CIA Director) Told the Newly Elected President Ronald
Reagan:

Ephesians 5:11, 13-16: "And have no fellowship with the unfruitful works of
darkness, but rather reprove them. But all things that are reproved are made
manifest by the light: for whatsoever doth make manifest is light. Wherefore he
saith, Awake thou that sleepest, and arise from the dead, and Christ shall give
thee light. See then that ye walk circumspectly, not as fools, but as wise,
Redeeming the time, because the days are evil."
The 1828 Noah Webster Dictionary defines:
Reprove: To blame, to convince of a fault, or to make it manifest, to excite a
sense of guilt.
Circumspectly: Cautiously; with watchfulness every way; with attention to guard
against surprise or danger.
Matthew 24:24: "...if it were possible, they shall deceive the very elect."
II Corinthians 2:11: "Lest Satan should get an advantage of us: for we are not
ignorant of his devices."
II Chronicles 7:14: "If my people, which are called by my name, shall humble
themselves, and pray, and seek my face, and turn from their wicked ways; then
will I hear from heaven, and will forgive their sin, and will heal their land."
Psalm 101:3: I will set no wicked thing before mine eyes: I hate the work of them
that turn aside; it shall not cleave to me.
Psalm 11:5: The LORD trieth the righteous: but the wicked and him that loveth
violence his soul hateth.
1 Cor 15:33: Be not deceived: evil communications corrupt good manners.
Lexicon Strong's G3657--Outline of Biblical Usage of the Word:
“Communications”: companionship, communion
“It does not take a majority to prevail... but rather an irate, tireless minority, keen
on setting brushfires of freedom in the minds of men.” Samuel Adams
“The average age of the world's great civilizations has been two hundred years.
These nations have progressed through the following sequence: from bondage
to spiritual faith, from spiritual faith to great courage, from courage to liberty,
from liberty to abundance, from abundance to selfishness, from selfishness to
complacency from complacency to apathy, from apathy to dependency, from
dependency back to bondage.” Alexander Fraser Tytler

+1+ This is a very powerful prayer against Witchcraft…with fasting even more
powerful.. This prayer can shut down Witches and Satanists.
Father, In the name of Jesus Christ of Nazareth, we plead the precious
uncorruptable blood of Jesus over the Body of Christ, the innocent, ourselves,
our families and everything that belongs to us. We ask for giant warrior Angels
(or whatever kinds of angels are necessary) to be loosed from Heaven to
surround and protect us. As your war club and weapons of war we break down,
undamn, and blow up all walls of protection around all witches, warlocks,
wizards, satanists, and the like, and we break the power of all curses, hexes,
vexes, spells, charms, fetishes, psychic prayers, psychic thought, all witchcraft,
sorcery, magic, voodoo, all mind control, jinxes, potions, bewitchments, death,
destruction, sickness, pain, torment, physic power, psychic warfare, prayer
chains, and everything else being sent to the Body of Christ, the innocent, our
way or our family members way, and we return it and the demons, devils, evil
entities and fallen angels to the senders right now!, SEVENFOLD, and we BIND it
to them by the blood of Jesus Christ!
Father, we pray that these lost souls will find the light of your Son Jesus.. Their
own snares and traps have now been set against themselves.. In the name of
Jesus Christ of Nazareth we now loose them from all mind control of Satan!..
Father we also ask that you Bind the Holy Spirit to their hearts as a guide to your
Son Jesus.. So that they may be set free from the bondages of Satan.
In Jesus name we pray…Amen
-----Original Message----From: Bob
Sent: Friday, October 23, 2020 1:24 PM
To: Scott Johnson
Subject: Announcement: Fasting and Praying on Thursday the 29th of October
Hi dr. Scott Is there a certain day your listeners are doing the fast and pray?
I need time to get ready. Maybe next Thursday the 29th?!
If so could you announce it in your next teaching!
Thank you. The Lord bless you--Bob
Scott Johnson’s Response: Will do. Thursday
it is! It's funny I just fasted yesterday
(Thursday) and am planning on making that a
common thing and I also just got the email
below:
From: Clint
Sent: Friday, October 23, 2020 7:21 AM
To: Scott Johnson
Subject: Call for fast--Patriot Nurse made a call
for fasting on Thursdays last month. I would
recommend jumping in with them. God bless
her. -Clint

Prayer against wickedness surrounding Halloween
•Scheduled for Oct 29, 2020--10PM
Go to: https://youtu.be/vKIKBrJWZmQ
What Does the Bible Say About Corrupt Governments?
Psa 94:21 They gather themselves together against the soul of the righteous, and
condemn the innocent blood.
Psa 94:22 But the LORD is my defence; and my God is the rock of my refuge.
Psa 94:23 And he shall bring upon them their own iniquity, and shall cut them off
in their own wickedness; yea, the LORD our God shall cut them off.
Proverbs 14: 25 A true witness delivereth souls: but a deceitful witness speaketh
lies.26 In the fear of the LORD is strong confidence: and his children shall have a
place of refuge. 27 The fear of the LORD is a fountain of life, to depart from the
snares of death.
Proverbs 29:2 When the righteous are in authority, the people rejoice: but when
the wicked beareth rule, the people mourn.
Gen 6:11 The earth also was corrupt before God, and the earth was filled with
violence.
Ecclesiastes 5:8 If thou seest the oppression of the poor, and violent perverting
of judgment and justice in a province, marvel not at the matter: for he that is
higher than the highest regardeth; and there be higher than they.
Pro 29:4 The king by judgment establisheth the land: but he that receiveth gifts
overthroweth it.
Comment: I wonder how much Trump has gotten (or will get) from the 5G
telecommunication & the pharma/vaccine cartels for his promotion and
implementation of their services and products.
And this just broke: Telecoms Spent $1B+ Lobbying Congress: $295M from 20122015 and $80M in 2018 – Expected to Increase
Related:
Americans: Government corrupt, elite serving only themselves
Top 10 Ways the US is the Most Corrupt Country in the World
75% in U.S. See Widespread Government Corruption
This U.S. Government Is The Most Corrupt In History
See Scott Johnson’s Teaching:
Romans 13 & Unlimited Subservience to the Government: Where should a Bible
Believing Christian Draw the Line?
Do Christians who use Romans 13 to teach that we should not oppose
government or any other political leader, really believe that civil magistrates have
unlimited authority to do anything they want without opposition? For example,
what if our President decided to resurrect the old monarchal custom of Jus
Primae Noctis (Law of First Night)? That was the old medieval custom when the
king claimed the right to sleep with a subject’s bride on the first night of their
marriage. Would our sincere Christian brethren sheepishly say, ‘Romans Chapter
13 says we must submit to the government’? I think not. And would any of us
respect any man who would submit to such a law? So, there are limits to
authority. All human authority is limited in nature. No man has unlimited authority

over the lives of other men. (Lordship and Sovereignty is the exclusive domain of
Jesus Christ.) Did John the Baptist violate God’s principle of submission to
authority when he publicly scolded King Herod for his infidelity? Did Simon Peter
and the other Apostles violate God’s principle of submission to authority when
they refused to stop preaching on the streets of Jerusalem? Act 5:29: “Then Peter
and the other apostles answered and said, We ought to obey God rather than
men.” So, even the great prophets, apostles, and writers of the Bible (including
the writer of Romans Chapter 13) understood that human authority–even civil
authority–is limited.
From: Patricia
Sent: Wednesday, October 21, 2020 10:00 PM
To: drjohnson@ix.netcom.com
Subject: Announcement Facebook Prayer Page--The passing of Audrey Henshaw,
Rachel Lake's sister
Hi Dr. Scott, I don't know if anyone told you, but Rachel Lake's sister, Audrey, has
passed away very recently. She had taken over the Facebook prayer page for
Rachel. I don't know what happened but I heard second hand that she had a
headache and was sick. That is all I know. I think it is very tragic that they both
passed away so young…
Patty
Demonstrating China's Takeover of Mexico in Preparation for a Red Dawn
Invasion
Submitted by Dave Hodges on Wednesday, October 21, 2020--I have been interviewing
Sam Honnold since 2019. He maintains a website in which he provides in depth
evidence as to the growing CHICOM influence in Mexico in preparation for a Red
Dawn invasion of the United States.
On independent paths, Pastor Sam Honnold and myself have reached the same
conclusions in that China needs Mexico to fall completely into their sphere of
influence as they need this country to host the Red Dawn invasion that is coming
our way. Chaos has ensued and the internal
strife is significant. This article casts some light
on this issue. This report is an overview of the
work of Sam Honnold and how it coincides with
the warnings issued by the CSS
The good work of Sam Honnold Which Parallels
what the CSS has been publishing on this topic:
From Sam Honnold:
The following are two maps of CHICOM
sponsored destabilization efforts designed to attack the US once operation
control is gained in Mexico's northern states, with or without AMLO's support.
(Editor's Note: These areas are the ones that the CSS has previously identified
that the cartels are proudly displaying their mechanized and heavy weapons gifts.
Can you say Obama/Holder/CHICOM alliance as the weapons suppliers to the
cartels?)

Sam Honnold stated, "As previously reported, the governors of these two Mexican
states are leading a deep state- and CIA-backed effort to destabilize the border region
which has gained new momentum in the last 48 hours in both Tamaulipas (above) and
Chihuahua (below)."
The CSS has concluded from the timely information provided by Sam Honnold
that the cartels and these criminal governors of these specific Mexican states are
trying to destabilize this region in an attempt use these areas in the following
manner:
1. To develop a base of operation from which the CHICOMS are going to try and
overthrow AMLO and his opposition to Mexico from being used as a base of
operations from which to launch a future attack (ie Red Dawn) from this area.
2. This will be launch points for the inevitable Red Dawn invasion. Please keep in
mind that the CSS has already published accounts from PEMEX (state-owned oil
company) that the Chinese are using the corporation to establish refineries and
oil supply lines to the border area, which would be need by military launching an
invasion.
Personal Communication From Pastor Sam Honnold:
1. AMLO spoke about the arrest of General Cienfuegos, asking why only Mexican
officials were being arrested when plenty of Americans are complicit, specifically
mentioning Fast & Furious (a sore spot for Mexicans who know the US deep state
armed the cartels).
2. The communist "MAS" party won the presidency yesterday in Bolivia by a
margin of 20 percent! This is the party of Evo Morales's narco-dictatorship.
Bolivia has blown their shot at freedom and is now an enemy nation that will have
to be militarily vanquished for any sense of law and order on the continent.
Explanation From This Personal Communication:
1. General Cienfuegos was arrested while traveling in the United States. Why? Because
he is tied to the gun distribution ring of Eric Holder, called Fast and Furious. He and
Holder, which brings Holder's partner, President OBAMA, into the equation, as they
have conspired to upgrade weaponry of the CHICOM cartels in an attempt to overthrow
AMLO for his support of the current republican administration in Washington and his
insistence on not allowing Mexico to become a formal staging area for-controlled-Red
Dawn forces.
2. Bolivia is joining the confederation of potential Red Dawn forces of such
countries as Argentina, Venezuela, Ecuador and Chile (who are falling to the Belt
and Road Initiative CHICOM takeover of their country) and these countries are
trying to come north to link up with Central American Red Dawn forces under the
leadership of the CHICOMS. .
From series of Sam Honnold's tweets:
Tamaulipas Governor de Vaca (now under investigation in both nations) has an
extensive private army to include armored vehicles, heavy weapons, and aircraft, as
reported with video by BBC reporter Simon Reeve.
https://twitter.com/HonnoldSamuel/status/1314051650907246598?s=19
Mexican President Lopez "AMLO" has begun a MAJOR swamp-draining this
week, releasing 70 arrest warrants for government officials implicated in the
"Ayotzinapa" case where 43 young schoolteachers were murdered in 2014. This

is a declaration of war on the Chinese-backed deep state of Mexico. Because
AMLO continues putting Mexico first and cooperating with Trump, China will
push the rebel governors forward to destabilize the border region. (News link in
tweet:) https://twitter.com/HonnoldSamuel/status/1314304829888528384?s=19
Please notice in the second paragraph that Sam talks about destabilization of the
region. This is something I have been writing about for months. This is the
Communist China plot and now there are more independent sources verifying
that this is the pre-emptive action need to fulfill the CHICOM goal of eliminating
AMLO and taking over Mexico.
https://thecommonsenseshow.com/activism-conspiracy-economics/sam-honnold-anddave-hodges-clearly-demonstrate-chinas-takeover-mexico-preparation-red-dawn
China Orders Millions Along Coastline Near Taiwan, To Make Certain They have
"emergency Preps" (War?!)
China has formally instructed its people in coastal cities near Taiwan, to make certain
they have 72 categories of Emergency Preps. Even Chinese are now asking if war with
the United States over Taiwan is soon? Americans near Pacific Ocean PORT CITIES
should prepare for Chinese bombing as well.
The General Secretary of the Communist Party of China Xi Jinping inspected
Chaozhou, a city on the front line of Taiwan, and called out to the Marines
stationed there. After he left, Shenzhen issued the "Shenzhen Family Emergency
Material Reserve List" to guide the public in dealing with "disasters." These two
incidents occurred almost at the same time, causing local people to think about
whether it was related to the tension in the Taiwan Strait.
On Monday during an inspection tour in Guangdong, Xi Jinping, General Secretary of
the Communist Party of China and Chairman of the Central Military Commission, went
to the frontline city of Chaozhou in mainland China to express condolences to the
Marine Corps soldiers. Early Wednesday, the Shenzhen Municipal Emergency
Management Bureau issued a notice to guide citizens to respond to "disasters."
According to the "Shenzhen Family Emergency Material Reserve List" issued by the
Shenzhen Municipal Emergency Management Bureau, it is divided into the "Basic
Edition" which lists the required items from emergency items, emergency tools, and
emergency medicines to common disasters and applicable disasters. For example,
multifunctional emergency flashlights, lifeguard whistle, fire extinguishers, breathing
masks, etc. The "extended version" includes food, daily necessities, emergency
supplies, and emergency tools.
China has recently stepped up its military activities around the island of Taiwan. In the
first nine months of this year, China dispatched 1,710 fighters to Taiwan’s air defense
identification zone to carry out air intrusion and 1,029 maritime intrusions. Taiwan’s
Ministry of National Defense stated that since the beginning of January this year, the
Taiwan Air Force has been forced to take off 4,132 emergency sorties, a year-on-year
increase of 129%. In the past month, nearly 40 Chinese fighter planes have crossed the
center line of the Taiwan Strait and entered the Southwest Taiwan Air Defense
Identification Zone.
China is preparing to take Taiwan by force and knows it will cause a shooting war
between itself and the United States. Thus, they are now prepping their citizens

to have "emergency supplies" before American bombs start falling on their
coastal cities.
Governments do not take these sorts of emergency preparedness steps, so
publicly; unless they KNOW those preps will actually be needed. Thus, a
reasonable person should conclude that war is coming, and coming soon.
US Port Cities (Alphabetical) SUBJECT TO ATTACK
The following major port cities in the United States would be subject to attack by
the Chinese Navy:
Bellingham
Bremerton
Coos Bay
Everett
Honolulu
Humboldt Bay Harbor Recreation & Conservation District
Long Beach
Los Angeles
Oakland
Olympia
Pearl Harbor
Portland
San Diego
San Francisco
Seattle
Tacoma
Vancouver USA
These are mostly deep water ports, all of which COULD be targets for Chinese
naval attack, in the event the US goes to war with China over Taiwan. The ones
like Bremerton, Pearl Harbor and San Diego, which are ALSO military ports,
would likely be the primary targets for such an attack.
ALL of these ports would be essential to any US war effort, and crippling (or
destroying) those ports, and the cities near them, would be a primary goal of
China to halt US supply routes to its armed forces fighting in defense of Taiwan.
China now has the world's largest navy. They are fully capable of sailing over
here, and firing upon our ports and nearby port cities.
If you reside in or near those port cities, it is probably a good idea to have Emergency
Preps such as Emergency food, water, medicines, a generator, fuel for it and for your
vehicles, a First Aid Kit, and radio gear like a CB, in case you come under attack and
supply lines for basic services get blown up.
Yes, you read that correctly. If there's a war between the US and China, we here
in the US *****WILL***** be subjected to military attack in our west coast cities, by
the Chinese Navy. They will fire ship-borne guns, rockets, and missiles, to blow
us up. If you live in or near these port cities, that means YOU.
From the South China Morning Post Regarding Taiwan
Play: https://youtu.be/lV_LpSheqGA?t=106

ALERT~!CHINESE NOW PREPARING TO LAUNCH LARGE SCALE INVASION OF
TIAWAN(!)DC SCRAMBLES TO DEFEND AGAINST IT!
Play to 9:20: https://youtu.be/L3wy7OWZ6A0?t=386
Mounting Reports of a Simultaneous Coming Civil War and World War III Will Be
Unleashed With An Unfavorable Election Result for Harris/Biden
Submitted by Dave Hodges on Sunday, October 25, 2020--Nobody wants to believe
it, but more and more evidence keeps surfacing that our worst fears are about to
be realized.
It is clear that key parts of Western Canada are being handed off to the CHICOMS.
I maintain that Trudeau has struck a military deal with the CHICOMS. Why? With
true north moving, melting ice caps has made Canada the unquestionable
dominant power in freshwater supplies. With water levels in many world
metropolitan areas dropping to 500 feet, freshwater will become a valuable
commodity. Canada will become the 1980’s version of the Saudi Arabia, only the
product will not be oil, it will be water. However, Canada does not have the
military reserve to protect it supplies and transport going forward.
With An Unfavorable Election Result for Harris/Biden and if California falls after
the election, and leaves the union as CALEXIT threatens to do, Pearl Harbor
would have to be abandoned. The CHICOMS will control Washington, Oregon,
and California, all who have pledged to withdraw from America if they do not like
the result of the election. This will provide a major beachhead for the CHICOMS.
One month ago, I showed one of my previous articles on this topic to a former
military analyst and he said contingency plans to house West coast military
facilities will be transferred to East coast control, are in existence, but he did not
know if they have been rehearsed. This is merely a status report on the anecdotal
accounts of four Canadians acquired over an 8 week period. I believe these
accounts to be accurate because there are other accounts similar to these, for
example in the broadcasts of Sarah Westall. At that time of my discovery of
CHICOM military in Canada, I stated that this story will obviously be continued as
more information is acquired. Well, more information has been acquired on the
same topic and much of it confirms what is written here.
In the past week, Sarah Westall and myself have added Hal Turner and Sam
Honnold as sources that are validating our claims that we are about to be
invaded.
Subsequently, to this new information coming to the forefront, I consulted with
my two best sources that both have extensive military intelligence experience.
With minor exceptions, these two sources agreed on the following:
 If it appears that the American election is going be won by Trump, this will
set into motion an invasion of Taiwan by China, while simultaneously using
their terrorist assets inside the United States to attack infrastructure and
any targets which would hinder the defense of the lower 48.
 As America allocates resources to the defense of Taiwan, India will attack
China. China will roll their troops across both the Northern and Southern
US borders. World War III will begin in earnest. By the way, China, Pakistan
and China will engage in a nuclear exchange. However, America will not be

nuked by China because they want to occupy an intact country with full
access to existing resources.
 The most surprising aspect of this scenario is that both sources believe
that the 3 most Western governors (ie Newsom, Brown, Inslee) will provide
aid and comfort to our invaders. They both reasoned that all three
governors have allowed undue CHICOM and their terrorist allies to flourish
within their respective territorial control as evidenced by what has
happened at the Long Beach Port, Seattle and Portland.
 Both sources agree, that based upon public statements made by senior
Chinese officials, the United States can expect a "no quarter", meaning no
prisoners policy. Everyone in the West will be a front line participant. The
irony, as one source stated, is that BLM and Antifa will be murdered along
with the rest of America.
 To stop the attack, the US will have to deploy and use tactical nuclear
weapons. This will unintentionally kill millions of innocent Americans. I was
told by both that whatever measures needed will be used without regard to
civilian casualties due to the genocidal nature of the attack. Therefore, it
will be better to sacrifice some, rather than all. I was also told that the
Chinese will have difficulty dealing with Continuity of Government tunnels
in which heavy weapons, including theater nuclear weapons can be rapidly
moved and brought into action.
 One source mentioned what Paul Preston has told me before: The dams in
Southern Oregon and Northern California, all having ADM's, and they will
be detonated, by radio frequency, if the Chinese advance is not stopped.
The intent is stop the CHICOM advance out of Canada by the release of
road-destroying massive amounts of water. (Editor's Note: If the Oroville
Dam were to be sacrificed 2 million people in the Central Valley of
California will be in extreme danger).
 Nuclear ordinance will be used on our Southern border because the
potential numbers of invading troops will be astronomical. The entire
border region would likely become a wasteland, on both sides of the
border. Northern Mexico might be uninhabitable for a generation.
 If Obama appointed command officers participate in the internal plot to
overthrow America, America's military response could be limited, thus,
aiding in the CHICOMS being able to control both borders as they advance
both north and south as they link up and prepare to move east. This is a
major wild card. This is also why since, April, both Northcom and
Southcom commanders are sequestered in protective custody. Obama's
actions to fire approximately 400 senior command military officers during
his tenure, implicates him in a treasonous plot against the United States.
If the readers are stunned at the expected US military response, so was this
author. I will save the best for last. I was told by both, that forces loyal to the
United States, will be willing to expend their entire nuclear arsenal on our
enemies and this includes our approximate 80 nuclear submarines that Obama
loyalists do not control. What is most frightening is that this could happen this
week or next year. All moves are in the CHICOM hands. By the way, "Richie From

Boston", videotaped massive American military movement throughout Wyoming.
Heavily armed military, accompanied by "Federal Police", helicopters and heavily
armored vehicles, were transporting something inside of large trucks. I suspect
that these massive trucks are theater nuclear weapons mentioned in this report.
Everyone is a front line participant. And to think that we did not even discuss the
UN factor. They will play a role, but both my sources said that the UN will not be
able to participate in the invasion of the United States because of division within
its own ranks among member nations.
https://thecommonsenseshow.com/activism-agenda-21-conspiracy/mountingreports-simultaneous-coming-civil-war-and-world-war-iii-will-be-unleashedunfavorable
A Major Terror Plot Targeting Trump Supporters Has Been Uncovered
Submitted by Dave Hodges on Tuesday, October 20, 2020
A Funny thing happened on the way to writing about the CHICOM inspired and
emerging civil war In Mexico which is a prelude to a Red Dawn invasion of the
United States. I have been warning about an impending TET Offensive that will
visit our country courtesy of leftist subversive forces. This prediction is gaining
momentum courtesy of several communications that have crossed my path in the
past few days.
Three days ago, the following anonymous message was sent to me:
Dear Mr. Hodges October 17, 2020
For reasons that will be apparent, I will not specifically identify my employer..
I am writing to you because in the past you have indicated that if the Democrats do not
feel they can win, their allies, extreme subversive groups, will ramp up their violent
activities. You are correct.
We have intelligence which leaves little doubt as to the fact that certain Trump
supporters are in the process of being identified and targeted. The information
suggests that there a number of high profile targets. Members of your alternative
media can expect to be targeted. Private individuals who have donated to
President Trump will be harassed and possibly acted upon. Please note that the
list of donators is publicly available to anyone. We expect that businesses that
can be associated with the President’s donation list will be targeted in a manner
consistent with what we have seen in Minneapolis, Portland and Seattle.
You are receiving this letter because I do not believe that my employer is going to act
upon this intelligence until after the targeting has begun…
…Rest assured that you will not be the sole source of this warning. If you are wondering
about my motivation it is simple. It is one thing to conceal possession of material that
would implicate certain public figures in treasonous actions. However, I will not be a
party to actions which has the real potential to make sacrificial lambs of innocent
Americans. I did not sign up for this.
I have learned enough to accurately state that it is highly likely that if Trump is declared
the loser of the election he will not be serving until the Inauguration…An accident? A
coup? I am not certain, but I am sure he will not be serving past Thanksgiving. Please
do not disseminate the rest of this message…..
I found the letter to be interesting, but far too vague to act upon.

Last night, after everyone went to bed, I was writing a Part II report on the lead-up
to a Red Dawn invasion as I was covering how the CHICOMS are destabilizing
Mexico because AMLO is not cooperating with the Chinese. The release of this
material is going to take a temporary backseat as I release what seems to be
confirming information that, in part substantiates the anonymous letter that I
have come to believe came from an unidentified FBI agent.
A Plot Surfaces In New Hampshire
The first verifiable indicator that Trump supporters are at risk to having their homes
burned down and worse, came from a lady in New Hampshire:
Hi Dave, this happened in a town near me, in Milford NH!
Threatening letters sent to homes of Trump supporters, police say. This is form a
mainstream news report:
https://wmur.com/article/threateningletters-sent-to-homes-of-trump-supporterspolice-say/34419218?src=app
I opened the transcript, and here is an
excerpt of what I found from the TV report
emanating from WMUR TV with reporter
Tim Callery
A video of the news report is available
at the link listed above.
“…POLICE SAY THIS SAME LETTER
WAS MAILED TO OTHER HOMES THAT
HAVE SIGNS SUPPORTING
PRESIDENT TRUMP. THE DEPARTMENT IS NOW INVESTIGATING AND HAS
CONTACTED THE ATTORNEY GENERAL’S OFFICE… POLICE CHIEF BILL
QUIGLEY ALERTED THE U.S. POSTAL INSPECTION SERVICE, AND SAYS
WHOEVER IS BEHIND THE LETTERS COULD “FACE SERIOUS CHARGES. NOT
ONLY WITH US CRIMINAL THREATENING ON A FELONY LEVEL, BECAUSE OF
THE THREAT OF BURNING HOMES DOWN AND CAUSING INJURY, BUT ALSO
WITH THE POSTAL INSPECTORS, SOMETHING ON THE FEDERAL LEVEL.
Then before the night was over, a person from my audience sent information from
Hal Turner’s radio show which explicitly speaks to the same terrorist activities as
is being investigated in New Hampshire and the presumed FBI agent
anonymously sent to me.
Then people in Kansas City, MO woke up this morning to written THREATS being
posted on their homes. The letters say the home has been TARGETED FOR
ATTACK in CIVIL WAR over Trump!
More proof comes from twitter which contains confirming information.
Matt Schlapp
@mschlapp

These fliers are being left in Kansas City neighborhoods. This was on top of our
former KS National Committeeman getting run over in his yard due to his Trump
sign. Please pray that America will reject
this violence and hate.
So, what are we left with? Now, New
Hampshire is a long way from Kansas City
which clearly makes this a national threat.
The tweet represents the strongest evidence
that there is a nationally orchestrated terror
plot being directed against Trump
supporters. This is the beginning of the
ramping up of terrorist street activities
involving Antifa. Comment: Remember What
Jeremey the former 32nd degree Freemason
warned about. This material points to
a possible deadly attack being planned
against innocent American citizens. The
following is a summation of what we know at
this point in time.
1. We have an anonymous tip from a
presumed federal agent.
2. We have law enforcement and mainstream
media involvement in New Hampshire of the
same issues.
3. The tweet from Kansas City and Hal
Turner's posting of the terrorist material closes the loop on the fact that is a
nationally orchestrated violent plot that is in the process of being carried out.
But wait, there is more to report. Another member of my audience sent me the
following message and it is very telling as evidenced by the following link:
They may be getting their addresses and names from this
website: https://donaldtrump.watch/ previously named Racist.Watch which is
using the public database of Trump Campaign donors to compile a list of those
who the BLM/Antifa/Demonrats deem opposition to them in this civil war.
I would suggest all neighborhoods work together in a neighborhood watch type
style, along with local militia and Police/Sheriffs to defend your neighbors and
neighborhoods, urge well trained gun owners to become deputized to also help,
and finally flood trump with this information, so he can help at the federal level…
Click on the link in the above email. It is a website that is threatening people who
have donated to Trump supporters. Personally, I have identified two people who I
know and they are on the list. I have notified them of the threat and told them to
take defensive action.
Criminal activity is already in play with the threats to burn down Trump
supporter’s homes and this constitutes a clear and present danger to all
conservative Americans.
Report https://thecommonsenseshow.com/activism-agenda-21-economics/majorterror-plot-targeting-trump-supporters-has-been-uncovered

-----Original Message----From: Char
Sent: Thursday, October 22, 2020 4:55 PM
To: drjohnson@ix.netcom.com
Subject: Listener Comment: More Threatening
letters showing up in mailboxes
Hi Scott, This is a picture of a letter my girlfriends
friend just received in her mailbox in MN. This
seems to be common in other states as well.
Her friend has also been getting a very high number
of people showing up in unmarked white vans trying
to “sell something” yet when the husband confronts
them they take off. Not going to any other neighbors
nearby. Seems like they are staking places out &
trying to instill fear.
We all need to be on high alert the next few weeks.
We’ve implemented in our own little group fasting
and prayer and reading your warfare prayers. This is crucial today…
TRUMP SUPPORTERS IN KANSAS CITY & Massachusetts BEING THREATENED
WITH "ATTACK" IN "CIVIL WAR"--New Hampshire: Trump Supporters Receive
Letters Threatening to Burn Down Their Homes
(Summary & Story)
Same attacks just different reports.
Massachusetts Too! (Click Here)
https://halturnerradioshow.com/index.php/en/news-page/news-nation/breakingnews-trump-supporters-in-kansas-city-being-threatened-with-attack-in-civil-war
# more postings — Baggins 2020-10-21 12:33
Someone near Lake Norman, NC got one of those letters posted on her door that
she was identified as a Trump supporter. Apparently they plan to burn her house
down too. Little close to home.
Donated to Trump? Left-Wing
Creates Web Site With MAPS,
Names & Addresses of Trump
Donors for Violent Retribution
The left has created a searchable
database of Trump Donors WITH
MAPS, names and addresses, so
left-wingers can take action
against Trump supporters! I
searched my neighborhood, and
MY NAME and address is shown!
Entering my address into their
search returns this (Click image to

enlarge):

Navigating closer to my neighborhood shows two pins and clicking one of them gets this
. . . ME:

Here is a direct link to the originating web site so you can look at YOUR
neighborhood and maybe see if YOU are in there (CLICK HERE).
It appears this is based off the 2016 campaign from Federal Election Commission
(FEC) reports, which ARE all public information. But here's the thing: The FEC
gives names and towns, but NOT addresses. The FEC does, in fact HAVE
addresses, but does not give them out publicly. So how did these folks get that
info?

No matter. Now that I know they intend to use this info to attack, I did what every
red-blooded, American, man would . . . I DONATED TO TRUMP AGAIN! This time,
MORE than before!
If the snowflakes of the left don't like it, try doing something about it.
Harold Turner
1906 Paterson Plank Road
North Bergen, NJ 07047
Proverbs 22:3: "A prudent man foreseeth the evil, and hideth himself: but the
simple pass on, and are punished."
+2+ PROOF Donald Trump has been owned and controlled by the Rothschild’s for
decades!!
https://youtu.be/WsGxjnGQQ6k?t=50 1978 to TODAY: Knowledge regarding Trump
is well-known in TV and Hollywood and across NYC starting back in late 1970’s.
Everyone knew was Trump was ‘all mobbed-up’ with Italian, and Jewish mob
families. The entire Film and TV industry has been controlled since the talkies
and Radio by the British Rothschilds Crime MOB. Of course, they also run the
CIA and FBI. They keep a much lower profile but, they are right there none the
less.
On 30 October 1978, it was reported that the principle investors of Resorts
International were Meyer Lansky, Tibor Rosenbaum, William Mellon Hitchcock,
David Rockefeller, and Baron Edmond de Rothschild:
https://philosophyofmetrics.com/how-…trump-freepom/
In 1987 Donald Trump purchased 93% of Resorts International, a CIA front
founded by Rothchild Agents Allen Dulles and David Rockefeller as the Mary
Carter Paint Company in the 1950’s. A year
later Trump bought the Atlantic City, Taj
Mahal Casino from Resorts International,
then began buying up other properties on the
Atlantic City boardwalk. Soon Trump was
tapped out and couldn’t make his debt
payments. Enter Wilbur Ross, billionaire
bond trader portrayed by the Illuminati
financial media as an “independent investor”.
In fact, in 1992 Ross was heading Rothschild
Inc.’s bankruptcy advising team, which
represented bondholders who were
threatening to foreclose on Donald’s house
of cards. NOTE: But even before this, Trump
in 1978 was laundering OPIUM DRUG MONEY
for the Rothschilds through his casinos, with Ross as the Rothschilds Manager.
Ross knew Trump had the ability to sway masses of people, something certainly
not missed by his bosses at Rothschild. So he struck a sweetheart bankruptcy
deal for Trump, where he would relinquish a 50% stake in his Atlantic City, NJ Taj
Mahal casino in return for better debt terms and a Presidency to be named later.
Rothschild and their City of London partners in crime, not only got a continued
East Coast money laundering center in Atlantic City. They now had their straw

man Trump right where they wanted him. Remember Trump and his father have
been dealing with the MAFIA for almost 100 years in New York and New Jersey;
so they felt comfortable with the BIG TIME ROTHSCHILDS MOB! Later Ross
partnered with Jared Kushner and his criminal father in buying commercial
properties in New York through Invesco. Jared married Trump’s daughter Ivanka,
who prior to that point had been dating Lord Jacob Rothschild’s son Nat!!!! Ross
got behind Trump’s candidacy and then TRUMP boldly named Ross US
Commerce Secretary!!
By 2016 the entire DNC is owned by the ROTHSCHILDS CRIME MOB and they
RIGGED THE PRIMARY ELECTIONS FOR HILLARY, who was their first choice for
President, with Lynn De Rothschild endorsing her, but Hillary had far too much
uncovered DIRTY LAUNDRY to be president, so SURPRISE – TRUMP MAGICALLY
WINS against all ODDS! The Rothschilds MOB City of London Criminals owns all
the HORSES in the elections. Remember the parties and the MEDIA are just the
SOAP OPERAS to drain our energies and DIVIDE AND CONQUER Americans!
Like 911 the Rothschild’s had this election in the bag all the time. It is time for
Americans to UNITE, drop the cowardly lion routine and cut off the head of the
snake! The inner circle is around a dozen criminals and if eliminated could
provide some short-term relief, but the entire cabal is in the thousands covering
university think tanks, as well as Government think tanks, and a criminal
Corporate Class that also must be rooted out to save humanity. Once the
awareness is there, this MOB’s members are easily dealt with, in a manner of our
choosing.
The Presidential Election Flipping of 2016 proves NO ONE can reach the Oval
Office without Rothschild’s blessing. The Rothschild MOB made elections a scam
with their media controlling TV appearances, campaign managers, trainers,
coachers, peroxided panelists and stage-managed off-the peg questions and
answers.
For the full breakdown go to: MEET PRESIDENT SWAMP, THE ROTHSCHILD’S
PERSONAL B****
https://concisepolitics.com/2018/05/21/proof-trump-is-a-british-rothschilds-crimesyndicate-tool/
For those who believe Trump is sent by God--Listen up! Trump is Totally
Surrounded and Owned by Christian Hating, Kabbala Loving, Synagogue of
Satan, Zionist Jews
Play: https://www.bitchute.com/video/fFKDWKR7IyuV/
World leaders are planning new lock downs to introduce "The World Debt Reset
Program" which includes universal basic income and vaccination requirements
World leaders are preparing for a second and third wave of covid-19 cases and
are fine-tuning their lock down strategies which will be implemented late in 2020
and into 2021. Their planning involves the development of a new world economy,
one that introduces medical fascism as a permanent way of life.

A Canadian whistle blower came forward with the plans. The whistle-blower is on
the Liberal Party of Canada’s Strategic Planning Committee, which operates
under the direction of Canada’s Office of the Prime Minister (PMO).
The historic lock downs have engineered mass poverty and will continue to
weaken people’s financial and food security, making them more vulnerable and
eventually making them more desperate to accept the new world economy and its
bodily requirements.
The new world economy includes the introduction of a digital currency, a
universal basic income, vaccine requirements for travel, and “The World Debt
Reset Program.” A continuous cycle of lock downs into 2021 will eventually lead
to an international economic collapse. Governments worldwide will offer citizens
an alluring way out by promising to eliminate all personal debts (mortgages,
loans, credit cards, etc.)
In the U.S. this idea has already been implemented in 2020 through the Paycheck
Protection Program (PPP) – a guaranteed loan program that forgives the debt if
the borrower follows specific instructions. Under an impending economic
collapse, any and all loans will be forgiven if the citizen agrees to participate in
the “World Debt Reset Program, funded by the International Monetary Fund (IMF).
In order to get all debts forgiven, citizens will have to forfeit ownership of any and
all private property, accept a universal basic income, and enroll in the covid-19
and covid-21 vaccination schedule.
As the rolling lock downs and economic sanctions commence, citizens will be
permitted all their previous freedoms to travel and gather in stadiums and public
venues as long as they provide an ID showing they were inoculated with all the
mandated covid-19 and covid-21 vaccinations. In Canada, detainment camps are
being installed in all provinces and territories to coerce people to comply with the
new plans. The Canadian whistle-blower revealed that this vaccine ID will be
referred to in Canada as Canada’s HealthPass.
The whistle-blower warns that world leaders in Australia, the US, the UK, Canada
and New Zealand will push for a “complete and total secondary lock down much
stricter than the first and second rolling phase restrictions.” These new lock
downs will be pushed in November 2020 through January 2021 by hyping up
covid-19 testing and case counts.
The upcoming lock down plans are congruent with the “Great Reset” plan
outlined by the World Economic Forum and Event 201, both funded and pushed
by the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation, which seeks worldwide compliance
with vaccine experiments and genetic modification of humans. The Prime
Minister’s National covid-19 Advisory Commission (established in lockstep in
March 2020) is now advising and pushing the Canadian PMO and the Department
of Prime Ministers and Cabinet in Canberra to carry out these totalitarian plans.
The whistle-blower said at least thirty percent of the committee members strongly
oppose these plans but their voices are being drowned out. It has been made
“very clear that nothing will stop the planned outcomes,” said the whistle-blower.
The Canada’s Office of the Prime Minister has laid out the plan, which includes a
secondary lock down by December 2020, that will implement restrictions on a
rolling basis, beginning with major metropolitan areas and expanding outward.

The media will project that daily covid-19 cases exceed testing capacity and must
be curbed using a complete and total secondary lock down much stricter than the
first and second rolling phase.
Comment: We are already seeing this now in America:
Prepping Us For the Takeover--Right on Cue the Top Lying Headlines On Drudge
Read:
COVID'S WORST DAY “People are dying, they’re going to keep dying and
catching this stuff,” “How many people won’t wear a mask? The same people that
won’t get vaccinated for it.”
Covid-19 DEATHS COULD HIT 500,000 BY FEB
NEW YORK, Oct 23 (Reuters) - The U.S. death toll from COVID-19 could surpass
500,000 by February unless nearly all Americans wear face masks, researchers
said on Friday, as 14 states set new records for one-day increases in infections.
"We are heading into a very substantial fall/winter surge," said IHME director
Chris Murray, who co-led the research.
The number of possible deaths could drop by 130,000 if 95% of Americans would
cover their faces, the IHME said, echoing a recommendation by Anthony Fauci,
director of the National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases.
U.S. Health Secretary Alex Azar attributed the increase in cases nationwide to the
behavior of individuals, saying household gatherings have become a "major
vector of disease spread." Comment: This means they are telling you, you have to
wear the masks inside and outside your home!!!!!
FAUCI says: We need a FEDERAL MASK MANDATE
Fauci has said before that he doesn't think a federal law would be the way to go.
Until now. Now he is stating: "Well, if people are not wearing masks, then maybe
we should be mandating it," Fauci told CNN's Erin Burnett Friday.
Mask mandates may be tricky to enforce, but it might be time to call for them,
Fauci said.
"There's going to be a difficulty enforcing it, but if everyone agrees that this is
something that's important and they mandate it and everybody pulls together and
says, you know, we're going to mandate it, let's just do it, I think that would be a
great idea to have everybody do it uniformly," he said.
As cooler weather comes, people need to "double down" on measures that work,
Fauci said. "Universal mask wearing" is one…
-------------------------The unemployment program will be configured into a universal basic income
program by the end of quarter one, 2021.
As the vaccines are rolled out, all viral shedding, mutations, and vaccine injuries
will be blamed on a “third wave” which includes a higher mortality rate and
higher rate of infection. Anyone who does not agree to the vaccines will be
stripped of their right to travel freely and will either be detained in the isolation
centers or monitored on home arrest until they agree to comply.
During this time, medical facilities will reach peak capacity, and government will
enhance lock down restrictions, implementing a Third Lock Down by quarter two,
2021. Large inventory shortages, supply chain break down and economic
instability is expected, as all individuals are put on a universal basic income

program to curb hunger, homelessness and civil unrest. By quarter three,
governments are expected to deploy military personnel to major metropolitan
areas and roadways to create travel checkpoints. These tactics have already been
tested out in 2020. Everyone who is dependent on these systems will be forced
onto the HealthPass vaccination schedule. Anyone who disagrees will be deemed
a “public health threat” or “enemy of the state.”
The whistle-blower said that dissenters will not be tolerated. “Essentially we were
told it was our duty to make sure we came up with a plan to ensure that would
never happen. We were told it was in the individual’s best interest to participate.”
“When several committee members pushed relentlessly to get an answer, we
were told that those who refused would first live under the lock down restrictions
indefinitely. Those who refuse “refused to participate” in the debt forgiveness
program “would be deemed a public safety risk and would be relocated into
isolation facilities.”
“Once in those facilities they would be given two options, participate in the debt
forgiveness program and be released, or stay indefinitely in the isolation facility
under the classification of a serious public health risk and have all their assets
seized.”
Sources include:
CairnsNews.org
NaturalNews.com
NaturalNews.com
https://www.naturalnews.com/2020-10-19-world-leaders-planning-world-debtreset-program.html
AMERICA COMPLIES AND EXTREME LOCKDOWNS BEGIN!
Play: https://www.bitchute.com/video/AQNKoHUmfcA/
Western Countries Adopting China’s Red/Yellow/Green Health Pass System — As
Globalist Shills Turn US Into China--Google, Oracle to Track Americans Who Get
Covid-19 Vaccine
Play from 8:15 to 23:45:
https://banned.video/watch?id=5f907a1bf264c6162a68283a
Ireland--First vaccine batch may be 'ready to go' within weeks
Ireland could get the first consignment of a Covid-19 vaccine by the end of this
year, the Irish Independent has learned.
Managing director of Pfizer Ireland, Paul Reid, believes there are strong signs his
firm's experimental jab could be approved for emergency authorization at the end
of next month. While a number of hurdles have to be cleared before the vaccine
can be rolled out, Mr Reid said the firm was moving through the clinical trial
programme at "breakneck speed".
He said: "We can have 100 million doses by the end of 2020. If we have an
advance purchase agreement with the EU Commission that is secured, part of
that would include a volume we think we can make available across Europe."

Meanwhile, HSE chief Paul Reid has said a "population distribution" plan is being
developed to decide how a potential vaccine will be released here.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VbYjPae1fm4
+3+ DNA Defiled & Tracked 24/7--Everything You Do Not Know about COVID 19-Here is the TRUTH 100%
Play: https://www.brighteon.com/17c55a10-c682-4a18-bb9c-186aeb7c77ab
Trump Doing His Level Best to Kill as Many Elderly Americans as Possible Via
The Covid-19 Kill Shot & Also to Go After Anyone Spreading “Disinformation”
About the Scamdemic!!
Play: https://youtu.be/r9YZl0vZiso
TRUMP SLIPS & STARTS CALLING VACCINE A WEAPON
Play: https://www.bitchute.com/video/vu0IKGeYyu7v/
YouTube confirms it will immediately ban all videos that question the “official”
vaccine narrative promoted by the corrupt WHO and vaccine companies
YouTube just confirmed they will work with the World Health Organization (WHO)
to remove any videos that question the official vaccine narrative promoted by
vaccine companies.
The Stalinist WHO has become nothing more than a Big Pharma front group,
advancing the interests of vaccine makers. The WHO has made Big Tech its echo
chamber, selling Big Pharma’s immunosuppressants, which includes a long list
of vaccines that damage cellular immunity. There is no longer a shred of
transparency surrounding vaccine science because the WHO is strategically
eliminating any dissent about vaccination online.
The WHO has partnered with Silicon Valley Big Tech giants to weed out any
information about vaccine damage, vaccine injury, viral shedding from vaccines,
among other serious topics that concern public health. The WHO is targeting any
hopeful information on treatments, preventative nutrition, plant-based medicines,
and any information that could advance innate immunity and free human beings
from endless vaccine experiments. This authoritarian organization pays no
regard to human rights as their team of vaccine pushers work to bury information
that is critical of vaccine science, its shortcomings, and its sordid history of
deadliness.
The scientific method is being suppressed and censored because the WHO
demands vaccine obedience, targeting dissenters of vaccines as “a public health
threat.” The WHO demands wide scale vaccine distribution while ignoring the
science on its adverse effects. This network of vaccine pushers coordinate to
ensure that vaccine makers enjoy legal immunity when their products do harm,
while censoring any debate about this atrocious reality.
The modern-day World Health Organization is like the USSR State Committee for
Television and Radio Broadcasting, a propaganda and information suppression
branch of Joseph Stalin’s early 20th century Soviet Union communist empire.
During that time, the Soviet Union controlled the television networks and radio

stations with their own political propaganda, while locking down public speaking
on important matters of human freedom, and punishing anyone who dared
commit “a slip of the tongue.”
Today, the WHO runs a digital solutions department that meets weekly with the
policy teams of Big Tech. This dictatorial WHO department is led by Andy
Pattison, who was open about their effort to censor any information that dampers
human belief in upcoming coronavirus vaccines. He told Reuters that his team
meets with YouTube on a weekly basis to discuss content trends online while
discussing the types of videos that spread “dangerous misinformation” about
vaccines. YouTube recently agreed to limit the spread of covid-19 related
information that defies the position of the WHO. YouTube is in the process of
removing videos that question covid-19 vaccines. YouTube is currently banning
channels and any videos that point out the limitations of these vaccines and their
potential to cause great harm.
WHO Taps ‘Anti-Conspiracy’ Expert to Foster Public Acceptance of COVID
Vaccine
An outspoken proponent of government-led tactics to influence public opinion on
policy and to undermine the credibility of “conspiracy theorists” will lead the
World Health Organization’s (WHO) efforts to encourage public acceptance of a
COVID-19 vaccine, Children’s Health Defense has learned.
Last week, WHO’s general director, Dr. Tedros, tweeted that he was glad to speak with
the organization’s Technical Advisory Group (TAG) on Behavioural Insights and
Sciences for Health to “discuss vaccine acceptance and uptake in the context of
COVID-19.”
In his next tweet he announced that Cass Sunstein, founder and director of the Program
on Behavioral Economics and Public Policy at Harvard Law School, will chair the
advisory group, which was created in July.
Sunstein was former President Barack Obama’s head of Office of Information and
Regulatory Affairs where he was responsible for overseeing policies relating to
information quality.
In 2008, Sunstein wrote a paper proposing that governments employ teams of
covert agents to “cognitively infiltrate” online dissident groups and websites
which advocate “false conspiracy theories” about the government. In the paper,
Sunstein and his co-authors wrote:
“Our principal claim here involves the potential value of cognitive infiltration of
extremist groups, designed to introduce informational diversity into such groups
and to expose indefensible conspiracy theories as such.”
The government-led operations described in Sunstein’s paper would work to
increase faith in government policy and policymakers and undermine the
credibility of “conspiracists” who question their motives. They would also
maintain a vigorous “counter misinformation establishment” to counter
“conspiracy” groups opposed to government policies that aim to protect the
common good.

Some of this would be accomplished by sending undercover agents, or
government-paid third parties, into “online social networks or even real space
groups.”
Sunstein also advocated in 2008 that the government pay “independent experts”
to publicly advocate on the government’s behalf, whether on television or social
media. He says this is effective because people don’t trust the government as
much as they trust people they believe are “independent.”
WHO has already contracted the public relations firm, Hill + Knowlton. The PR
giant, best known for its role in manufacturing false testimonies in support of the
Gulf War, was hired by the WHO to “ensure the science and public health
credibility of the WHO in order to ensure WHO’s advice and guidance is
followed.”
WHO paid Hill + Knowlton $135,000 to identify micro-influencers, macroinfluencers and “hidden heroes” who could covertly promote WHO’s advice and
messaging on social media, and also protect and promote the organization’s
image as a COVID-19 authority.
-----Original Message----From: David
Sent: Monday, October 19, 2020 2:02 PM
To: Scott Johnson
Subject: Listener Comment: Contact tracing in Cook County, IL
Check this out. An example, I’m sure, of what’s rolling out, or soon will be rolling
out, everywhere. We will soon live in a world where our neighbors will report us
to authorities. Seeing that they have used this fake crisis to destroy our economy,
we’re desperate, or soon will be, for a job.
"Cook County Health, Chicago's public healthcare system, expects to add 466
new positions related to the COVID-19 pandemic, according to a spokesperson.”
https://www.beckershospitalreview.com/workforce/cook-county-health-to-add466-positions-for-contact-tracing-social-distancing.html
CV-1984: Contact Tracing Tyranny in Texas As Police Show Up At El Paso
Residents’ Doorsteps Ordering Quarantine
October 23, 2020--We all knew that the CV-1984 pandemic was going to cause the
loss of our individual freedoms, liberties and rights. But now tyranny has risen in
Texas and police are showing up at the doorsteps of citizens deemed noncompliant with contact tracing measures in El Paso, Texas and ordering them to
quarantine for 14 days.
False cases of CV are once again spiking in urban areas across Texas, but the
state has done the unthinkable. Well, at least we thought, “this is America, what
happened in China can’t happen here, right?” Wrong!
Police have turned to drastic measures to curb the spread of the virus across the
U.S., not just in Texas, but the entire country is facing a loss of liberties.
This week, police officers were dispatched to the homes of residents who have
tested positive in the Texas city of El Paso to order them to quarantine for 14

days. Those who disobey the order could find themselves brought before a judge
or facing a $500 fine.
Similar draconian measures are being replicated across the US, with the country
passing eight million lying infections on Thursday and epidemiologists warning
that the nation is surging toward a “third wave” of coronavirus cases.
More Lies!!!: At least 41 U.S. states have seen a rise in new cases over the last
two weeks alone, with the number of new daily infections being reported as
71,600, near record highs. Hospitalizations have similarly hit record highs in
thirteen states, according to Johns Hopkins University data.
Activist Post previously reported how Rockland County, New York was issuing
subpoenas for CV contact tracing after residents refused to be tracked. Those
residents were given a choice be tracked or face a civil penalty of up to $2,000 a
day.
As Activist Post has reiterated, measures being put into place now will likely
remain long after the pandemic has stopped and the virus has run its course.
That’s the everlasting effect that COVID-19 will have on our society. You can
watch the local news report on the worrying forced quarantine efforts in El Paso,
Texas below:
https://youtu.be/2VzIsZgwMn8
https://www.activistpost.com/2020/10/cv-1984-tyranny-in-texas-as-police-show-up-at-elpaso-residents-doorsteps-ordering-quarantine.html
Plandemic Facts
Play from 5:55 to 13:00: https://plandemicseries.com/
Coronavirus: Polish police use tear gas as thousands protest against COVID-19
restrictions
Play to 1:26: https://youtu.be/ooYcLwQltBI
-----Original Message----From: Paul
Sent: Sunday, October 25, 2020 2:22 PM
To: JOHNSON Scott
Subject: WHAT REALLY HAPPENED WHEN Australian VICTORIANS CAME OUT
TO LAWFULLY EXERCISE THEIR HUMAN RIGHTS
G'day Dr Johnson,
~ thought that this would be worth sending to you, from Australia:
https://www.facebook.com/therealrukshan/videos/785907141970980/?d=n
https://youtu.be/6OO__J22WNQ

